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wiracocha
Also called Huiracocha or Viracocha.  Name of the great creator god of pre-Inca culture.  It means lagoon of the sun or
sun of the lagoon (Wira is sun and cocha lake or lagoon in Quechua language).  Its full name is Apu Qun Tiqsi
Wiraqucha and Con-Tici .  Name of an Inca who ruled in Cuzco.

wisibada
Wisibada is the latin name of a German city: Wiesbaden.  It is also the name of one of the asteroids.

witherita
It is a mineral of the class of carbonates and nitrates.  It is found within the group of aragonites, which are crystals of
calcium carbonates. 

withouts
In English it means without.  It is used more without s.

wladilena
It means dedicated or in honor of Wladimir or Vladimir.  It's the name of an asteroid.  Vladilema is also used.  It was
named after Lenín (By Vladimir Ilyich Ulysov).  The asteroid belongs to the Focea family.

wok
Indispensable element of oriental cuisine.  It is a round, deep and rounded pan used to Saute meats and vegetables
mixed with rice.

woldo
woldo is incorrectly written, and should be written as Wol-do.  being its meaning: is the Korean name of a weapon that
has a very sharp blade Crescent shaped. It literally means Crescent.  It is similar to the Chinese guandao.

wolfiana
It means relating to Wolf, dedicated to Wolf or in honor of Wolf, referring to Max Wolf (Maximilian Franz Joseph
Cornelius Wolf), a German astronomer.  It is the name of an asteroid (827).  Family of asteroids, discovered by Max
Wolf, applying photography.  There are about 228 of them. 

wolfram
The correct term is Wolfram.  Wolfram is one of the names given to tungsten, tungsten or tungsten.  It is a chemical
element whose atomic number is 74.  Its symbol is W.  The Wolfram is very hard, very dense and steel color.

wolframio
It is one of the names used for the chemical element atomic number 74.  It is also known as Tungsten, Wolfram or
Tungsten.  Its chemical symbol is W.  The word in the German language means wolf slime (although other authors
translate it as "of little value".   It is a gray metal. 

wombat
It is the common name of a marsupial mammal living in Australia.  They belong to the family Voxbatidae ( or Vombatidae



).  They are also called umbats or wambas.  They are similar to a very small bear and have short limbs.

wooer
It is a word from the English language meaning pretender.  Dealer, boyfriend, lover, fiancé.  Synonym suitor . 

worder
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but English. Means culture, speaking, vocabulary, talkative.  Although it is no
longer used, meant a person talkative, with enough vocabulary, verbose.

wordfinder
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but English.  It means words search.

wólof
It means black-skinned.  Name of the official language of The Gambia and Senegal.  It is from the Nigero-Congolese
family and is also spoken in Mali, Guinea Conakry, Guinea Bissau and Mauritania.  Name of the village that gives rise to
the name of this language.  It is also called Maqzara. 

wpa2 krack
Encryption standard Wifi that was deciphered by hackers with bad intentions and has made the private information of its
users vulnerable.

wrapi
It is the name of a restaurant in Guatape ( 41 Colombia; where the specialty is the wrap ( word of English which means
rolled, wrapped, taco ). A wrap is a variant of a taco or burrito which includes traditional sandwich fillings wrapped in a
tortilla, pita, lavash or other flat bread soft. The most popular are chicken fillings.

wratislavia
It is the Latinization of the name of the Polish city of Wroclaw and Bresleu.   It is located on the Oder river and West of
Poland.  In Polish is Wroclaw.

wratislavia-
It is the Latinization of the name of the Polish city of Bresleu or Wroc?aw.  It is located on the Oder River and in western
Poland.  In Polish it is Wroclaw.  Name of an asteroid 690. 

wreaks
It is a word of the English language.  It means quarrels, fights, damage and havoc.  Turning to havoc (inflict, hit,
damage)

wu
Wu was the name of a Chinese emperor, also known as Liu Che, and was the seventh of the dynasty have.  Wu was
also an empress Zetian in China dynasty and established his own dynasty, the Zhou (second dynasty with that name). 
It was the only female Chinese Empress.  It is also the name of one of the Chinese languages or dialects.

wueta



In Chile it means guevetas, bobo, idiot, fool.

wui
It stands for Wildland urban interface that translates Wild Urban Interface.  It is a corporation that helps firefighters
(FEMA).  It establishes resources to prepare the population in its response to the presence of forest fires.  It tries to
protect both the population and the infrastructure. 

wurtzita
It is the name of a mineral.  It is one of the crystalline forms of a zinc sulfide (ZnS).  Its name is dedicated to Charles
Adolphe Wurtz a French chemist.  There are deposits in the Czech Republic and Bolivia.  

wyoming
Wyoming is the name of one of the States of the Union, American, whose capital is Cheyenne.  It is also the name of a
valley in the State of Pennsylvania which corresponds to the Metropolitan Area of Scranton-Wilkes-Barre.

x
Sign for.  Math multiplication sign.  In a mathematical equation or algebraic, x is the value that you want to find out.

xabier
It is a name of male language Euskera, is equivalent in Spanish Javier.  Variant of Xavier.  It means that lives in a new
House.  Xabier Gereño was a Basque writer, his full name was Xavier López de Gereño Arrarte.

xafranio
It is the name of a finely decorated cane and shorter than a staff used by bishops in their outputs or raids.  Short staff.

xahue
It is also called Xagüe, Xawi or Xamú.  It is the common name given in Mexico to a class of bedbugs that affects the
mesquite tree (or Prosopis juliflora, commonly called cují or trupillo). 

xai-xai
Current name of a village that was originally called João Belo by the Portuguese and was an attached port of Lourenço
Marques (today called Maputo).  It is currently one of the 12 Districts that make up the Gaza Province in Mozambique.  It
is also the capital of Gaza Province. 

xalapa
In nahuatl language means well or sand spring.  It is the name of a Mexican city in the State of Veracruz.  Jalapa ,
Xalapa-Enríquez , Jalapa-Enríquez .  It's called "La Atenas Veracruzana". 

xalet
In Catalan it means chalet or tower.  It is a single-family building that shares land with a farm, garden, patio or lot, which
represent a good unbuilt surface. 

xalxokotl
xalxokotl is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Xallxocotl" as meaning:<br>The correct term is Xallxocotl.  It is



the same as stone, chontaduro.  It is a Word from the Nahuatl language meaning Sandy fruit, Palm fruit.

xamaquita
xamaquita is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Chamaquita" as meaning:<br>Mexico also usually you say
Xamaquita or chamaquita to the young woman who after a call goes out to have fun and sex. In Colombia we call them
prepaid.

xamidimura
It is one of the names of a binary star in the constellation Scorpio (Scorpi).  It is also called by astronomers Mu1 Scorpii,
Miu1 Sco, HD 151890 or HR 6247.  In khoekhoe language, also called nama or and spoken in South Africa, Namibia
and Botswana, it means the two eyes of the lion. 

xamprada
It is the name of a sparkling wine from Palacio de Canedo, with a slight strawberry flavor.  Transliteration of the word
hemp in Greek ( ???????? )  . 

xamue
It is another common name given to the giant mesquite bug.  It also receives the names of mesquite worm, red bug,
cocopaches, chacas, tantarrias, chinche, chagüis, xamues, xagües or xamuis.  Its scientific name is Thasus gigas and it
belongs to the Coreidae family.  They are sap-sucking insects. 

xamui
It is also called Xahue, Xagüe, Xawi or Xamú.  It is one of the common names given in Mexico to a class of bedbugs
that affects the mesquite tree (or Prosopis juliflora, commonly called cují or trupillo). 

xan
It was a noble title given to a Turkish-Mongolian emperor.  It was also called Khan.  Kan or Jan.  The artistic surname of
a rapper, known as Lil Xan, whose real name is Nicholas Diego Leanos.  It is also used as a male name.   Xan McCurdy
is the name of a guitarist.

xantalina
It is a chemical also known as papaveraldina.  It is the product of applying potassium permanganate to papaverine.  It is
a yellowish white powder.  It is an opiate alkaloid.

xantelasma
In medicine, it is a small accumulation of fat under the skin of an eyelid.  It is also called palpebral xanthelasma. 

xanté
It is a Spanish surname of Catalan origin.  It is also pronounced Chanté. 

xanthe
It is the name of several characters from the Greek Mythology.  Name of one of the Oceanids (aquatic nonfas).  She
was the daughter of Oceanus and Thetis, name of the Nereids (daughter of Nereus and the Oceanid Doris).  Name of
the wife of Asclepius or Hepius, god of medicine.  It was also the name of one of the Amazons and one of the Maenads. 
Name of an asteroid .  It was also called Xanté or Xantho. 



xanthosoma sagittifolium
It is the scientific name of an edible plant.  In Colombia we know it as aro, bore, camacho, chonque, macabo, mafafa,
elephant ear, ocumo, malanga, otoe, rascadera, yaro.  In Mexico and Central America it is called quequesque or
quequisque and also tiquisque in Costa Rica.  it belongs to the Family Araceae.  It is used as fodder in fish farming. 

xanthotis
It is the name of a genus of bird in the Meliphagidae family, they are known as honeymooners or mielifagos.  It means
with yellow spots.

xantina
Chemical substance that belongs to the Group of the purine bases.  Among them are guanine and adenine.

xantofilas
They are natural pigments that exist in the leaves being more resistant to oxidation than chlorophyll, are giving colors
yellowish or brownish leaves while you are drying.  Luteinas.

xantofícea
It is a small group of yellowish green algae.  The technical name is Xanthophyceae, and it is a class of algae that
belongs to the Protista Kingdom.  It is its mayotría are continental. 

xantofíceas
The Xantoficeas are a kind of yellowish algae that live in freshwater. They reproduce by zoospores and sexually.

xantofobia
It is the deep aversion to the color yellow, mostly out of superstition.  Phobia of the color yellow. 

xantóforo
In ophthalmology, is the name of the retinal cones, yellow pigment.

xarca
xarca is incorrectly written and should be written as to splitting.  being its meaning: is a rural Association used in
Morocco.  The owner of a land made an agreement with a farmer or operator, one places the Earth and the other work
and inputs, then the crop is shared.   In Colombia there are similar modes and tillage is called to splitting.

xaviera
It is a name of woman of Basque origin and means the one who lives happily. 

xeij
He is an honorary position in Muslim communities.  A person worthy of trust, credibility and respect.  It is similar to Feala
in Morocco and a Justice of the peace in Colombia.  Its function is to try to resolve conflicts in the community and its
cargo can be for life.  Leader.

xelinguilla
It is one of the common names of a shrub plant of very fragrant flowers.  Celinda, chiriguilla, syringe, filadelfo, false



jasmine.  Its scientific name is Philadelphus coronarius and belongs to the family Hydrangeaceae.

xelo
It means Chelo, Celo, apocope of Marcelo.  Affectionate way to call the one whose name Marcelo has.

xelodérmidos
It means strange or weird skin.  It is the Castilian name of snakes in the family Xenodermidae.  They're Southeast
Asians.  They are also called xenodermides.

xeneises
Plural of xeneise .  It is the most common nickname and accepted by the fans of the Argentine team Boca Juniors.  It
means son of Xena in a dialect used in Genoa (Italy), which means that, Genoa.  Therefore Xeneise means Genoese. 
Boquense, fan of Boca Juniors. 

xeneize
It is the nickname common and accepted by the supporters of the Argentine team Boca Juniors.  Means son of Xena in
a dialect used in Genoa (Italy), which means that, Genoa.  Therefore Xeneize means Genovés. Boca Juniors,
Argentina's Boca Juniors fan.

xeneizes
Plural xeneize, Boca.  Relative to Argentina's Boca Juniors or its fans.  The nickname is most used and accepted by the
supporters of the Argentine team Boca Juniors.  Means sons of Xena in a dialect used in Genoa (Italy), which means
that, Genoa.  Therefore Xeneize mean Genoese.  Boca.

xenerpestes
It means climbing stranger.  Comes from the word of the Greek roots Xenos (strangely) and Mongoose (climber).  It is a
genus of birds belonging to the family Furnariidae, and we know them in Colombia such as coligrises or colagrises.

xenia
Xenia is incorrectly written, and should be written as Xenia.  being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Xenia ( it is a
proper name ).  It is a name of woman of Greek origin and means the solidarity, the hospital.  In the ancient Greece was
a hospitality contract agreed between military chiefs and Kings, which came with a splint that was split into two pieces
and each party retained one as proof of the commitment.

xenicus
To say that it is like a stranger, as a stranger.  It is the name of a genus of birds of the New Zealand Wren family, they
live in New Zealand and are very similar to the American wrens.

xenin
Xenin or xenina is a kind of hormone that is produced in the duodenum.

xenina
The xenina or xenin is the name of a kind of hormone that is produced in the duodenum.  In essence it is a peptide
amino acid.  Xenina or Xenia is also a woman's name, is of Greek origin and means the solidarity, the hospital.



xeno
It is a prefix of Greek origin meaning strange, foreign, foreign.  Born in another place or coming from another place. 
Upstart. 

xenocida
Person who intends to totally eliminate a certain human group for various reasons (religious, race, politics).  Person who
intends to eliminate extraterrestrial races.  Exterminator.  Book written by Orson Scott Card (Original title Xenicide,
which translates Xenocida). 

xenocracia
Literally and Etymologically it is foreign Government.  It can be considered as the Government of the invaders.

xenodérmidos
It means weird or rough skin.  It's a family of Venomous Asian snakes.  They belong to the family Xenodermidae .

xenofobia
It means hatred, rejection or fear of foreigners.

xenofobico
The correct term is xenophobic.  It means related to hate foreigners.  Xenophobic.

xenoglosia
Speak in a foreign language. 

xenolalia
It is a supernatural phenomenon, whereby the speaker pronounces himself in an original language that is foreign or
unknown to him. 

xenopipo
It means jumping stranger.  The word is formed with Greek roots Xenos (strangely) and pipo (jumping, bird).  It is a
genus of birds belonging to the family Pipridae.  In Colombia we know them as dancers, jumping, manaquines.

xenopirostris
Face strange or crushed.

xenops
Mean peak rare (or deformed).  Word is formed from the Greek roots xenos (weird, deformed) and ops (peak).  It is the
name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Furnariidae.  They are called picoleznas, piquivueltos, piquitorcidos.

xenotriccus
It means small birds strange or foreign (abroad).   It is a genus of bird in the Tyrannidae family.  They are known as
round-leaved sundew or flycatchers.  They are in North America and Central America to El Salvador.



xenófobo
It means that he hates foreigners.  That it has xenophobia. 

xenón
It is the name of a chemical element, whose chemical symbol is Xe and atomic number is 54.  It is a heavy noble gas.

xerecista
It means that it comes from or is originally from Jerez de la Frontera, a city in Spain, from the Province of Cadiz, in
Andalusia.  Fans or fans of Xerez, or Rugby Club Xerez Deportivo Football Club.  It is also the name of representative
teams of that city in various sports, such as Football, Basque football and Rugby.

xero-
It is a Greek prefix meaning dry, Woody.  Dehydrated.  Xerophytic forest is the vegetation of the desert, which resists the
dryness.

xerofítico
It is a forest type characterized by exist in very dry areas.  with many limitations of moisture.  It means dry,
moisture-free.  Forest of very dry or desert areas.

xeros
Xeros is a Greek prefix meaning dry. I think that they were trying to ask for Xerus.  It is a genus of animals of the
Sciuridae family comprising puppies meadows, marmots and Chipmunks.  They are of African origin.

xic
It is a treatment to grow the eyelashes.  Name of a cosmetic product . 

xicaques
It's the plural of xicaque.  In Honduras it is the name of an indigenous people, which is also known as Tolupán or
Jicaque.  Tolupanes, Jicaques.

xichú
It is the name of a Mexican town in the State of Guanajuato.  It is a free municipality, run by a City Council.  In
pre-Hispanic times it was called Maxichu which means "brotherhood of grandmother" in Chichimeca.  In its entirety is
within the reserve of the biosphere called "Sierra Gorda in Guanajuato".

xicoténcatl
It means the Nahuatl language, bumblebee sting or bumblebee egg.  It was the name of a Tlaxcalteca warrior.  He was
also nicknamed "the young jipote" or "mozo jiso".  The father was named Huehue Xicohténcatl or "the Lord of
Chalotlán".

xifodonte
It was a type of prehistoric artiodactyl animal that lived in the Oligocene and Miocene in North America.  Ancestor of pigs
and camels.



xifos
Weapon double-edged bladed, resembling a dagger, used by Greek soldiers.  Sword cuts Greek.  Secondary weapon
for the Greek army.  Xiphos.

xihe
It is the name of a star in the constellation Lyra.  It is also known as XY Lyrae.  In Chinese mythology, Hi-Xin or Xi-He is
one of the wives of Taiyang Dijun and mother of the ten suns.  He was driving the solar carriage.  Name of a county in
Chian, which belongs to Longnan Prefecture and Gansu Province. 

xihuel
xihuel is incorrectly written and should be written as "Xihuel or Jihuel" being its meaning:<br>Xihuel or Jihuel, is an
uncommon name. It has Nahuatl origin and means of sacred character and impressive magnetism. Attractive. It is the
name of a trade union leader of street vendors in Mexico ( Son of 41 Dimitrio.

xil
Name of a village in the province of Pntevedra in Spain.  prefix derived from xyl, which in Greek means wood.  Fictional
Star Wars character.  He was the son of Xer.  He had several brothers named Xim, Xix and Xuc.  Galician Singer and
Composer whose full name is Jose Antonio Gil Rios: His stage name is Xil or Xil Ríos. 

xilacina
It is the name of a veterinary medicine used as a sedative, muscle relaxant and analgesic. 

xilantro
It is one of the ways call cilantro in Mexico.  It also says cilantro, coriander or dania.  Its scientific name is Coriandrum
sativum and belongs to the family Apiaceae.  It is an aromatic herb that is used as a condiment.

xilbalba
xilbalba is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Xibalba" being its meaning:<br>The right thing is Xibalba. It is
described in the Popol Vuh. It is the name given by the Mayans to the subterranean world or underworld which was
governed by the disease ( Hun - Came ) and Vucub Came 41 death;. They are actually a series of mazes of
underground rivers in the Yucatan Peninsula. Hidden place, place of the terror.

xilema
It is a woody vascular or tissue element of higher plants which serves as a conduit to transport the SAP and nutrients
(water and inorganic salts) in ascending order.

xilena
Xylene is a woman's name, of Greek origin.  It means strong as wood.

xileno
It is a chemical also known as xiol or dimethylbenzene.  It is derived from benzene.  You can get through the dry
distillation of wood.  Its formula is C6H4 (CH3) 2 or C8H10.

xilmancia
xilmancia is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Xilomancia" as meaning:<br>The correct word is Xilomancia. It



is the art of divining the future " reading "   ( playing ) they say the branches of the trees, the veins of a piece of wood or
simply with a few tablitas or pieces of wood that are pulled randomly.

xilo-
It is a Greek prefix meaning wood.

xilocaína
The Xylocaine, or what is the same of lidocaine hydrochloride, is a drug used as a local anesthetic.  It is contraindicated
and injection to patients with hypersensitivity to the product or who suffer from colitis.

xilocasia
An acacia tree which has a fragrant crust, its scientific name is cassia lignea.  He is also known as Woody, cinnamon
malabarica, fragrant cassia, xilocasia.  Its bark is similar to the cinnamon in appearance, color, taste and smell, but
thicker and a little harder ( Woody ).

xiloidina
It is a substance that is also known as pyroxyl, but is better known as fulminant cotton or powder cotton.  It was a
powerful explosive in the 19th century.  It is a rough cotton, very explosive and flammable.  Currently used as a basis for
the manufacture of collodion (used in photography).

xilon
Xilon or better yet xylon, is a Greek suffix which means wood, wood.  For example Melanoxylon means black wood.

xiloprotector
It is a technical name used in forestry sciences, to designate a product that protects or preserves wood.  Preservative,
immunizer. 

xiloteca
The Xiloteca is a place where you will find orderly wood samples. Generally these are tablets of 10 x 5 cm. collection of
wooden tablets. From the latin Xilum ( wood ) and teak ( Collection, ordering ).

xilófaga
It refers to the insects that eat and feed on the wood.  Basically they are the termites, termites, some species of wasps,
bees, moths and some beetles.  At sea a xilofaga species: is a mollusc or sea called Teredo worm.

xilófago
It means eating wood, which feed on the wood.

xilófono
Etymologically means wood that sounds or wood sound.  It is a type of musical instrument made with several wooden
bars of different sizes and placed in order from highest to lowest on a platform.  It is played with decks.  Currently there
are metal bars.  Marimba.

ximenez



Outdated way of writing the surname Jimenez.

ximielgar
In Asturian language means move strongly, wiggle, or shake a tree to drop their fruits. Sift, zangolotear.

ximoseuikan
It is a word in Nahuatl language, which means relax, sit, stand, calm is, calm down.

xinca
Xinca is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Xinca; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>It is is the name
of an ethnic group and its language, rooted in El Salvador and Guatemala.  They are in via of extinction, because it is
believed that at present this language up to 297 people, almost all talk about it over 80 years of age.  The funny thing is
that the people, their customs and their language does not resemble anything to Mayans or Aztecs.

xiol
In Spain it is a surname of Catalan origin.  Last name of a Spanish jurist.  whose full name is Juan Antonio Xiol Ríos. 
He is a magistrate of the Supreme Court of Spain.

xiphocolaptes
It means that it stings or chiseling with a sword.  It is the name of a genus of birds in the family Furnariidae.  They are
called woodcreeper or picatroncos.

xipholena
It means having a sword under the arm (or wings).  It is the name of a genus of birds belonging to the family Cotingidae. 
In Colombia we say cotingas.

xirris
It's the same as squeak or squeak.  It means small, short of stature, short stature.  Dwarf, petizo, cumin.

xitle
It is not a word in the Spanish language. In Nahuatl xictli, means " umbilicus. " It is the name of a volcano in Mexico,
located in the South of the federal district in the area of Cuicuilco ( University City )

xochilt
It is not a word in the Spanish language, but language Nahuatl. It means flower, rose, or wreath. Garland of flowers,
wreath of flowers.

xochitepec
It is a word of Nahuatl origin that means Hill, Flowery, Hill full of flowers.  Hill of flowers or roses.  It is the name of a town
in the Mexican state of Morelos.  There is also Xochiltepe, with the same meaning but it is in the State of Puebla. 

xochitepec
It is a word of Nahuatl origin that means Hill, Flowery, Hill full of flowers.  Hill of flowers or roses.  It is the name of a town
in the Mexican state of Morelos.  There is also Xochiltepe, with the same meaning but it is in the State of Puebla. 



xocol
Means, also enfuertar, ferment, avinagrar. Sour return something. The chocolate was a mixture of cocoa and fermented
beans.

xocol
It is the Chocolate ( in Nahuatl Xocolatl ). It is one of the varieties of cocoa Indians farmed before the discovery of
America.

xoconochtle
In Nahuatl it means give bad example to all the people, getting drunk in an exaggerated manner. Abuse of liquor.

xocoyote
It means younger son, Benjamin, cuba, sute.  It is a word of Nahuatl origin, meaning son or daughter less, second
season, last.

xolmis
It is the name of a genus of birds in the Tyrannidae family.  They are well known as attract or nuns.  The word possibly is
Nahuatl in origin and means "clean clothes" or "habit, costume" (Tzoma).

xonhue
It is also called Xahue, Xagüe, Xawi or Xamú.  It is one of the common names given in Mexico to a class of bedbugs
that affects the mesquite tree (or Prosopis juliflora, commonly called cují or trupillo). 

xop
It is a price that is fixed on the stock of an oil company, according to its exploration and production.  It tends to value the
company's likely production reserves.  X is exploration, or is oil and p is production. 

xopa
It is a colloquial term used in Panama, used as What xopa? , what does it mean what happened?.  .  .  .  . How used to
find out something happened.

xotlinilli
It is the name in Nahuatl of some edible insects in Mexico.  They belong to the Pentatonidae family and are popularly
known as Jumiles, mountain bed bugs or aphids.

xoto
It is a word of Galician origin.  It means huraño, esquivo, shy, sullen, antisocial, arisco.  Who is afraid of others or who
do not like to relate to them. 

xólotl
xolotl is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Xolotl" being its meaning:<br>In language Nahuatl meaning animal.
 Mexica and Toltec cultures was the Dios de el Ocaso, spirits, Venus evening.  Lord of the star of the evening and the
underworld.



xponsor
xponsor is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Sponsor" being its meaning:<br>The correct word is Sponsor. It
is a word of the English language, which means sponsor, subsidiante, promoter, which takes the total or part of the
costs to achieve an objective, in Exchange for publicity for your brand.

xuan
It is a mixed name (male and female) of Vietnamese origin.  It means spring, spring season, spring.  She has become
very popular because she is the name of a teacher of vinyasa and dharma yoga, who lives in Barcelona and has written
many books on the subject.

xumil
Jumil, Xumil, Xotlinilli, Monte bug.  It is the name of an insect edible bug in Mexico, of the family of the Pentatomidos or
Pentatomidae.  They are characteristic for the foul that sent to be caught.  They are known as bed bugs and in Colombia
they say Mapuritos.

xumil sinónimo
Jumil, Xumil, Xotlinilli, Monte bug. It is the name of an insect edible bug in Mexico, of the family of the Pentatomidos or
Pentatomidae. They are characteristic for the foul that sent to be caught. They are known as bed bugs and in Colombia
they say Mapuritos.

xurriago
The correct term is zurriago.  In Colombia it is synonymous with kennelly, whip.  It is a very thin and long leather strip,
attached to one end of a rod.

xylophone
It is an English word which means xylophone.  It is a musical percussion instrument consisting of a piece of furniture and
several sheets of wood and that looks like the marimba.

xylospongio
It is a greek term meaning stick sponge (Xylospongium).  It was an implement that was used to clean public latrines,
similar to today's brushes.  In many texts it appears as if it were used in public baths for cleaning after defecating in a
public bath, therefore this anti-religious practice was a vector in the spread of infectious diseases. 

xyston
In Greek means spear, Javelin.  It was a type of weapon used by the ancient Greeks who were in the Cavalry (Heratoi). 
It was used with both hands.  The xyston was a spear or Javelin used the Cavalry of the Greek army of Alexander the
great.

y de yapa
I think they should say " and Napa ". In Colombia we say " and Napa ". It has as synonyms bandage, overlaps. It is
something that gives us, without charging for buying in cash, mostly in a shop or a bakery. And when is part of a
conversation, meaning, as if it wasn't enough, or in addition, other than that ( When are we referring to a list of ills
befalling ).

y en dos por tres
It means less than nothing, in a very short time.  Already, fast.



y eso que
In Colombia use it much the peasants, especially the Boyacá to say or mean what has spoken little matter or is
irrelevant. That did not mean nothing, unimportant. Don't worry.

y que es ñero
It can be short for companion.  In Colombia the person on condition of street.  Person without a home, who usually lives
alone and in nooks and crannies of streets or under bridges.  They eat leftovers or what give it to others.

y2k
It stands for year-two-kilo in Spanish year 2. 000 .  It was a computer-type problem generated by programming errors.  It
is also known as millennium effect, effect 2. 000 , Millennium Error or Computer Error of the Year 2000 . 

ya
It means right now, right now.  Immediately, immediately.  It denotes that something happened or happened.  It denotes
the past time.  Chain of lamacenes in Colombia . 

ya de grande
Already large is to say now that it is adult. Of older person.

ya lo tenemos cuadrado
It can have multiple meanings.  First, in Accounting, it means that the data is already accurate and approved.  Regarding
a job, it means that it was completed satisfactorily and that the work is firm and compact.  That the integral parts married
perfectly.  Armed.  It was perfectly armed.  That all the preparations have already been made so that something goes
well or is well installed.   In the slang of the corrupt, it means that they have already managed to bribe someone to
commit an illicit.  That someone of the authority or the government let himself be bribed.

yaca
It is another way of calling in the Antilles the soursop, a tropical fruit with white pulp.  In Colombia it is the fruit of the
soursop tree.  The scientific name of the tree is Annona muricata and it belongs to the Annonaceae family.  It also
receives the names of catuche, guanaba, graviola, masasamba.  It is also called the Indian yaca. 

yacares
alligators is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 alligators; With tilde ). "being its meaning:"<br>It is the plural
of alligators.  It is one of the common names of the Cayman ( Caiman yacare ).  Their diet is exclusively carnivorous. 
He lives in almost all the rivers in South America and there are many varieties.  Order Crocodilia, family Alligatoridae. 
Genus Caiman.

yaccak
In Ecuador is a Moral authority of indigenous peoples, especially among the Quichwas.  It is like a healer, shaman, or
spiritual advisor.  It is considered wise and is well respected.

yacer
Means be lying, lying, cast, tended.  It also means to be buried or buried.  Yaser or Yasser (with s or ss) is a name of
Hebrew origin male and means "God cares for us and protects us."



yachay
City of Knowledge, in the Canton of San Miguel de Urcuquí of the Province of Imbabura, in Ecuador.  Name in Ecuador
of a city, a university and a company that manages the university.

yacht
It is an English word that means yacht, Sailboat, and also browse.

yacija
It means room, bedroom, room, alcove, Cot, Cot.  Site intended for sleeping.

yacimiento
Suitable site for the economic exploitation of any mineral or natural resource.  Site a mineral-abundant.   Mina, mena,
grain, reef, vein, Quarry, deposit, booking.

yaco
Iaco .  It was one of the epithets given to Dionysus or Dionysus, one of the gods of Olympus.  God of Fertility.  It is also
considered a variant of the male name Jacob.  Name of a Spanish singer, whose full name was Yaco Monti.  It's another
way of calling the grey parrot.  Name of a town in the Province of José Ramón Loayza in the Bolivian Department of La
Paz.  It is also one of the names of an edible vegetable, which goes by other names such as: yacon, jackfruit, jackfruit,
nanca, nanjea, or panapén.  It is from the family Moraceae and its scientific name is Artocarpus heterophyllus. 

yacolla
It is one of the ways of calling a poncho.  It is a garment similar to a poncho, but is soft and thin fabric.  It is a term used
in Ecuador, Colombia and Venezuela, mostly by indigenous people.

yacquelin
It is one of the variants and the Spanishization of the name Jackeline.  It means the one that is always or always
present.  It is also considered as meaning that will be rewarded by God.  It is of Hebrew origin ( Jacme ) and is
considered French and female variant of the male name Jaime.

yacu
In language quechua yaku means water, watery, tasteless.  The common name for a bird of the family Cracidae, also
known as Yacu is poi, yacupemba, Guan girl.  Its scientific name is Penelope superciliaris.  It is found in Colombia,
Brazil, Peru, Bolivia, Argentina and Paraguay.

yacupemba
It means that it walks slowly or slowly.  Which is very calm or peaceful.  Who walks slowly.  It is one of the common
names of a class of turkey in South America.  It belongs to the cracidae family.   Its scientific name is Penelope
superciliaris.  It is also called yacupoí.  turkey girl, turkey of mount girl.  Pavita de monte .  

yacútoro
The Yacutoro or yacu toro is a bird of the Cotinga family, whose scientific name is Pyroderus scutatus.  Also known with
the names of long, sangretoro, fruit bowl chest red Crow, Turkey.  It is located in South America.

yaf



It stands for Young America's Foundation.  It is a student and youth foundation.  American student organization . 

yago
Name of a character from William Shakespeare's tragedy, Othello.  He was his servant and confidant.  It can mean held
by the heel or God will reward us.  It is considered a variant of Iago, Jacob, Jaime, Thiago or Santiago. 

yagrumo
It is another name that is in Colombia to a tree.  Its scientific name is Cecropia nigra and belongs to the family
Urticaceae (was formerly classified in the family Moraceae).  It also receives the names of yarumo, cecropia, ambaibo,
ambay, guarumo, grayumbo, yarumo or Cecropia.  It belongs to the Cecropia genus.

yagual
In Colombia it is one of the common names of a tree from the high Andean forests.  It is also known as colorado,
coloradito, paper tree, quinual, queñua, queñual.  Its scientific name is Polylepis quiadrifuga and it belongs to the
Rosaceae family.  In Argentina it is called tabaquillo and in Bolivia lampaya and in Peru ingua.  It has a very twisted
trunk. 

yaguaneloosa
It is a type of classification among horsemen according to the coat of the specimen.  In this case it is a triple crosslinking
product.  For many it is also called Yaguané Overo.  They are also usually called aporotados, afrisolados or
yaguanelusa argentino. 

yaguané
It is a horse that has a fur on the neck and the ribs of a different color than the back, belly and part of the legs.

yaguaní
It's one of the common ways to call a skunk or skunk.  It is also called yaguané , yaguré , chinga , alexa .  It belongs to
the Mephitidae family.  They are characterized by emitting a nausebundo smell when feeling attacked.  It is also a fur
color of horses or reses, where the neck and stomach have different color or shade of the loms.

yaguano
It means Yagua.  It belongs to a Peruvian indigenous people called Yagua.  They live in the Loreto Department.  They
also exist in the Department of Amazonas in Colombia.  It is also called yaguano the language they speak, The
Yaguano people, is also called Yagua, Yahuna, Ahamwo, Yihamwo, Nihamwo or Mishara.  They were part of the Pijao
Federation (my ancestors). 

yaguarete
It's a way to call an American feline.  Yaguar, yaguareté, jaguar, otorongo, jaguarete or American tiger.  Its scientific
name is Panthera onca and belongs to the Felidae family. 

yaguaretés
Jaguars, is the plural of Jaguar.  It is one of the names which is the only species of the Panthera genus occurring in
America.  Its other common names are Jaguar, Jaguar, Jaguar, Jaguareté, Tiger or American Tiger.  The scientific
name is Panthera onca.  Family Felidae.  Jaguar is a word in Guaraní language and means Jaguar.



yaguaretýs
Plural of yaguarety .  It is one of the common names in South America of a feline carnivore.  It is also called jaguar,
yaguar or yaguareté.  Its scientific name is Panthera onca.  It belongs to the genus Panthera and the family Felidae. 

yaguán
It is one of the ways to call an ecnia that resides in the Department of Loreto in Peru and the Department of Amazonas
in Colombia.  It is also called Yaguano village, Yagua, Yahuna, Ahamwo, Yihamwo, Nihamwo or Mishara.  In the past
they were part of the Pijao Federation. 

yahuarmaqui
yahuarmaqui is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Yawarmasi" as meaning:<br>It is not a word the Spanish
language but the Quechua. The correct term is Yawarmasi or yahuarmasi. It means blood. Relative, person belonging to
the same ethnic group or race. Of the same blood.

yahuna
It is one of the names of an indigenous people who inhabit the borders of Colombia and Peru.   They are also called
Yagua, Yauna, Ñihamwo, Yihamwo, Nihamwo or Mishara.  They live in the Province of Mariscal Ramón Castilla y
Putumayo, in the Department of Loreto in Peru and in the Department of Amazonas in Colombia. 

yaileth
It is a name of Slavic origin and means high and fruitful.

yaincoa
Among the Iberians, the God was greater than or Creator God of the world and nature.  Its counterpart was Dis God of
evil or the underworld.  Yaincoa defeated Dis and celebration made órganos de Montoro (rock formation in Spain).  It
was invoked in the summits of the mountains.

yajaira
It is a woman's name of Biblical origin (Hebrew) and means the one who shines, bright.  It has as a variant Yahaira ( or
Jahaira ) 

yakitori
It's the Japanese name for a chicken skewer.  It is also often called kushiyaki. 

yalo
It was the name of an ancient Arab-Palestinian village.  Old town Canaanite and Israelite also known as Aijalon.  It
currently belongs to Jordan.  It is the name of a Mexican application (YALO), used by AEROMEXICO.

yalta
It is the name of a city and port on the Black Sea.  Russia and Ukraine are currently being disputed.  It belongs to the
Republic of Crimea, but does not accept membership of Russia.  There was the Yalta Conference, which was a meeting
of the Allied leaders and Russia, after World War II.  The word in ancient Greek and in Tartarus means coast.

yalte
Colombia is one of the common names of a tree of the Lauraceae family.  also known as Ocotea, oil, olive, canelo,



quimula.

yam
It is one of the common names given to the name, which is an edible tuber.  Yampee, mapuey.

yama
The correct term is Yama or better still Yamataja.  He is the God of death in Hinduism.

yama animal
animal Yama is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Called" being its meaning:<br>It must be the question
called ( 41 animal; The Llama is an animal of the Peruvian Andes, which is used for loading. It belongs to the family of
Camelidae, its scientific name is Lama glama. It is also in Chile and Bolivia. According to recent studies it was found that
it is a product of artificial selection and management of hatchlings, derived from the wild Guanaco by pre-Incan people.
In addition to serving as beasts of burden, their meat, milk and wool are used.

yamaraja
Raja Yama or Yamaraja is the name of a warrior anime who beat death to face and overcome all the demons.

yamba
Name of a locality of the Republic of the Congo in Central Africa and also a District in the Department of Bouenza, of
that same country.  Name of an ethmia and the language they speak, located in the highlands of Cameroon (Northwest
Province) and Nigeria (Taraba State).  According to tradition they descend from the Tikar people.  They are also called
Kaka village, Kakayamba, Mbubem, Yaka or Yambe.  The language is part of the Bantu linguistic complex.  It is one of
the languages called grasslands. 

yambae
It is a form of so-called cumbia, played in Mexico.  It is a tropical and lilting musical rhythm typical of the State of Puebla
in Mexico.  The authentic Cumbia is a Colombian.

yambe
It was the name of the Greek goddess of humor and poetry.  Daughter of ECHO and Pan, spouse of Hippothoon.  Iambe
made jokes and singing obscenities.

yambeque
Feast or unholy rite, performed among the worshippers of the Yoruba religion, dedicated to Yamba.  Orisha rite type. 
Singing and dancing that rite.

yambo
In Ecuador is the name of a lagoon, which is handy to Cotopaxi volcano Nevado.  It is an the path of Ambato to
Latacunga, in Cantonal.  It was the seudonino of an Italian writer named Enrico Novelli.  Yambo is also the name of a
city in saudi Arabia (belongs to the Emirate of Medina).  In poetry is a metric foot consisting of one syllable short or short
and another long.  Yambo, is the name of a plant also known as Japanese Marañón, Pomeroy, pomagas, pomalaca,
water Apple or cashew from Curaçao.  Its scientific name is Syzygium malaccense and belongs to the family Myrtaceae.

yampi



Stage name of a puerto Rican rapper.  His real name is Jean Pierre Soto.  Children's clothing brand.  Stage name of a
Spanish singer-songwriter (Born in Paris; but nationalized Spanish and based in Mallorca). 

yampí
It is one of the common names of a herbaceous plant of edible tubers, is native to the Caribbean and is also known as
Mapuey, Yampee, white yam, slimy yam, papañame, air potato.  Its scientific name is Dioscorea Triifad and belongs to
the Discoreaceae family.

yampúa
It is one of the common names for a sea fish.  It is also known as parakeet, dolphinfish, sea bream, lampuki, llampua,
llampuga, lampuga, sandal.  Its scientific name is Coryphaena hippurus, family Coryphaenidae. 

yana
is the name of aquatic plants that live submerged and used in aquariums.  Plant that is also known as Elodea.  It is the
name of a river in Russia and is also used there as a woman's name.  Name of an American Indian tribe that existed in
California.  Language spoken by these same indigenous people.  Sanskrit language means road, vehicle, travel.

yanacona
It is a word of Quechua origin (yanakuna) meaning slave of the nobility, servant.

yanapaqui
Yanapaqui or yanapaysiy is a term of Quechua that means help, help, help.

yanán
The name of a city and prefecture in China.  It belongs to Shaanxi Province.  It is also called Yan An, Yan'an or Yenan. 
There ended "The Great March".  It was formerly called Yanzhou.  It is considered the Cradle of Chinese Communism. 
Name of a variety of Plum . 

yangüés
It means that he is a native of Yanguas, a municipality in the Province of Soria in Spain. 

yanil
yanil is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Yanil or Yhanil" being its meaning:<br>It is a woman's name of
Arabic origin meaning is a friendly, open, sociable, communicative, outgoing, person who conveys Joie de vivre and
appreciates the exchanges with others.

yanil
yanil is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Yanil or Yhanil" being its meaning:<br>It is a woman's name of
Arabic origin meaning is a friendly, open, sociable, communicative, outgoing, person who conveys Joie de vivre and
appreciates the exchanges with others.

yanille
It is the name of a mythical city where only live magicians and possessing a special membership. It is not the Spanish
language.



yankilandia
Land of the Yankees or Yankees.  Jocular and sometimes derogatory form of referring to the United States.  In
Colombia we also say Gringolandia.

yanqui
It means Juanito (diminutive of John, who in Dutch is Jan, pronounced Yan, who was a very popular name).  Although
some authors say that it is a word of Comanche origin and means cowardly, timid.  Yankee is a derogatory way of
referring to Americans, especially in Latin America.  In principle it was only used to refer to new England residents, who
were mostly Dutch.

yantar
It was another way of calling the conducho, which was a tribute consisting of feeding and housing the king and his
entourage during the displacements.  In Ecuador it means to eat, to gather to eat (to take food). 

yantari
It is the name of an essence and a hair oil.  It is a cosmetic product of Japanese origin.  The word yantarny in Russian
means amber, amber, yellow color.

yantes
It's the same as Yante, Yanté or Ianthe.  In Greek mythology the name of a woman, daughter of Telestes who married
Ifis.  Ifis was born a child and was the daughter of Teleusa and Ligdo.  Ligdo wanted to have a male and had sworn to
kill his daughter if he was born a girl.  Teleusa with the help of the gods hid the birth of the girl and always raised him as
a boy behind Ligdo's back.  On the day of the wedding Ifis was transformed into a man with the help of Isis and Juno. 

yapa
In Peru.  means aggregate, addition, encime.  In Colombia we say yapa.  Something additional that is given to the
buyer, but at no cost. 

yapachi
yapachi is incorrectly written and should be written as "Yapachi or Yapa chi." being its meaning:<br>It is a method or
technique of healing, through the transfer and energy activation through the laying on of hands.

yapingacho
A Ecuadorian dish consisting of a few tortillas mashed potatoes is stuffed with cheese and serve with peanut sauce.
Also one ll 40 Word; Patties ).

yapo
In Chile is a web page that can be made free classified for purchase and sale of real estate.

yapo empleos
It is the name of a company of outsourcing and supplying jobs in Chile.  Yapo as such is one of the common names of a
small Chilean marsupial, which is also called mountain monkey, guaite or waite.  Its scientific name is Dromiciops
gliroides and belongs to the family Microbiotheriidae .

yara



In Colombia it is a surname with indigenous ancestors pijao .  It is also the name of a Norwegian company engaged in
the production of agricultural inputs.  In Venezuela it was the name of an indigenous native who was born as a result of
the rape of an indigenous indian by a Spaniard.  She is also known as Maria Lionza.

yaracusu
yaracusu is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Yaracusu" as meaning:<br>Yaracusu, is one of the names that
poisonous snakes of the genus Bothrops are known. Although it is abundant in a large section of the Amazon rainforest,
its habitat more frequent is the Paranaense region. Its venom is highly toxic and if untreated fast, an?? accident of this
nature is often deadly. In Colombia, this kind of snakes are known with the name of Cuatronarices, size X, Mapana or
Mapanare. In Central America, they are known as the Nauyaca ( Nahuatl ) Ik '' a ik'bolay ( Maya queqchi ) and Cuaima
in Venezuela. Also in some parts of Brazil and Bolivia say Yararacusu.

yaracuy
Yaracuy is incorrectly written and it should be written as 40 Yaracuy; own name ).  being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is 40 Yaracuy; own name ).  It is the name of a State of Venezuela, whose capital is San Felipe.  The name is
derived from the words Jirajara Yara - Yarai which means " take or collect water " and cui which means " beyond far ". 
By both Yaracuy means " Collect water beyond far ".  It is the name of a Cacique Jirajara.

yaracuyano
It means a resident of Yaracuy, a State of Venezuela.  Related to Yaracuy.

yararaca
It's another way to call a very venomous snake from southern Brazil.  It can also be found in eastern Paraguay and
northern Argentina.  In Tupi-Guarani means great snake.  It is also known as dormilone, lazy, yarará, jaracá, jaraca. 
caissaca.  Its scientific name is Bothrops jararaca and belongs to the family Viperidae .

yararacusu
Yararacusu is misspelled and should be written as "Yararacusú".  Yararacusú is another name with which venomous
snakes of the genus Bothrops are known.  Although it abounds in a large sector of the Amazon rainforest, its most
frequent habitat is the Paranaense region.  Its venom is highly toxic and if not taken care of quickly, an offdic accident of
this nature is usually fatal.  In Colombia, this kind of snakes are known as Cuatronarices, Size X, Mapaná or Mapanare. 
In Central America they are known as Nauyaca ( Nahuatl), Ik'bolay (Maya queqchi ) and Cuaima in Venezuela.  Also in
some parts of Brazil and Bolivia they are called Yaracusú.

yararás
Plural yarará .  In Colombia it is a very venomous snake.  We also call it four noses or size X.  It belongs to the genus
Bothrops and the family Viperidae.

yaraví
It is a word of Quechua origin that means poet.  Sad and melancholic singing.  It is also a type of romantic, sentimental
and religious singing.  Religious, agricultural and heroic song.  It is also called harawi or jarawi.  Name of an Andean
musical group.  Another meaning can be puppy, breeding . 

yaren
Yaren is incorrectly written and should be written as "Yaren ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
Yaren.  Yaren and Yareni are names of woman of Náhuatl origin and it means our.   Seat of Government and Finance of
Neuru in the Micronesia.



yaretzi
It is a name of Aztec origin, which means the one who will always be loved.  Jaretzi variant. 

yaria
Yara and Yaria are the name of women of Tupi-Guarani origin.  They mean woman, lady.  Madam. 

yarid
It is a name of Hebrew origin.  It has various variants, such as Yaret, Yarid, Yarit, Yared, Yarith.  It means transcendent
or also Queen of the Lions.  Name of a Colombian journalist from Caracol whose full name is Yarid, Montaña Sánchez. 

yarina
It is one of the common names of a beautiful palm tree of the Amazon basin.  Its scientific name is Phytelephas
microcarpa and belongs to the family Arecaceae.  You also have other common names: tagua Palm ivory, anta, black
head, cuca, chapi.  Much used to make handicrafts.  In Ecuador it is used as a woman's name and is the name of a
group of traditional Andean music.

yaris
Greek goddess who personified elegance, grace and good bearing.  It was also called Charis or Kharis.  Name of a
Toyota car model. 

yarlette
Yarlette, Yarleth, Jarleth or Yarlet is a woman's name meaning sweet fruit of the forest.

yaro
It is one of the names given in Colombia to malanga or ocumo.  In Colombia we also call it mafafa, hoop, bore, ocumo. 
Its scientific name is Xanthosoma sagittifolium and belongs to the family Araceae.  

yaro y yautía
They are common names of some plants of the Araceae family.  The yaro is also known as a cartridge or hoop.  Yautía
is also known as mafafa, ocumo or malanga.

yarrow
It is the name of a herbaceous plant, also known as nettle of the devil, pepper elder, plumajillo, bleeding nose, bloody,
millefeuille or Yarrow (Achillea milefollium of the family Asteraceae).  Used for control of bleeding wounds.  It is also the
name of a type of naval boilers.  Surname of English shipbuilder called Sir Alfred Fernandez Yarrow.  Name of several
towns in the United Kingdom and United States.  The name of a nature reserve in the United States.

yaruma
Name of a town in the Potosí Province of Bolivia.  Name of a kingdom or lordship that existed in the central part of
Honduras and that belonged to the Lenca culture.  It is also one of the common names given to a palm tree in Peru, in
Colombia it is known as moriche or sago.  Its scientific name is Mauritia flexuosa and it belongs to the Arecaceae family.

yarumas
It is one of the ways of calling a Moriche Palm, who lives in associations called Morichales, which are a few very



important wetlands for the Colombian llanero ecosystem.  Other common names as Gynä, nuriti; murichi, ita ( Brazil )
Yaruma, ipu-branch ( 41 Peru; sago, sago from the garaunos, yaruma and mori-che, 40 moriche Palm; Colombia ).  Its
scientific name is Mauricia ondulosa ( Without.  Mauritia flexuosa ).  He is extracted from it a starch for human
consumption called Sago.  This species in the ecosystem morichal are associated with numerous species of birds,
mammals, frogs, fish and reptiles, hence their ecological importance.

yarumo
It is another name that is in Colombia to a tree.  Its scientific name is Cecropia nigra and belongs to the family
Urticaceae (was formerly classified in the family Moraceae).  It also receives the names of guarumo, cecropia, ambaibo,
ambay, yagrumo, grayumbo, yarumo or Cecropia.  It belongs to the Cecropia genus.  In Colombia, emblematic
Professor that teaches to the farming community and ecology, sponsored by the National Federation of coffee growers. 
The first "Professor Yarumo" called Héctor Alarcón Correa (during 11) and the second was Carlos Armando Uribe (for
17 years).

yasel
Is the name of a village in Nur County, Mazandaran province, Iran

yasmeli
yasmeli is incorrectly written and should be written as "Yasmeli, Yarimeli." being its meaning:<br>It is of unknown origin.
It may be a variant of the name Yarimeli. If so, it means from the city's forests. Another variant of the name is Yarim.

yasmin
It is a woman's name of Persian and Arabic origin.  It means beautiful as the flower of jasmine.  Variants Jasmine ,
Yasmine , Yasmina . 

yasnari
It is a Hebrew source name.  It means in honor of the divinity (Yasna).  It has variants Yasna, Jasna , Yachin , Jachin.  It
can also mean ceremony, sacrifice or worship in Avestic language.

yass
It is a way of calling the knucklebones game in Colombia or payana.  The game is usually practiced by girls.

yassel
It is a name of Hebrew origin male.  It means sharing of God.  God shared or distributed.  It has Yassell, Yasel or
Jahzeel variants.

yasto
It is one of the common names in Argentina of the Colptes rupicola, which is a bird of the family Picidae.  He is also
known as a stone carpenter, Andean carpenter or puna.

yasuni
It is a word in the Huaorani language, in the Ecuadorian Amazon, which means Sacred Land. 

yatagán
It is the same as Scimitar, Cutlass, large sword used by Turks and Orientals.



yatana
It's a woman's name.  It has Mayan origin.  It means the first, the best, the main.  Name of a Honduran model named
Yatana Herch .  It is also the name of a Mexican singer.  With ll, llatán or llatana is the name of a spicy sauce typical of
the Department of Arequipa in Peru.

yatay
In the south of Colombia and Ecuador, they are ants that bite very hard and very voracious. 

yate
It means luxurious boat.  In Colombia and especially in the Department of Tolima is a surname with indigenous Pijao
ancestry.

yatrogenia
It means provoked by the doctor or healer.  Unwanted side effect, which occurs in a patient during treatment.  Damage
or effect caused and unwanted in a patient. 

yatrogénico
It means produced, generated or promoted by the treating doctor or by whom he treats the patient.  It is a damage or
side effect of a treatment.  Side effect of a treatment.

yautia
The correct term is yautía.  It is one of the common names of an edible plant.  It is a group of edible plants of the genus
Xanthosoma, belonging to the family Araceae.  They are well known by the names of mafafa, otoe, malanga, cocoñame,
ocumo, bore, chonque, macabo, rascadera, quequisque, tania and tiquizque.

yautía
It is one of the names given in the Dominican Republic to malanga or ocumo.  In Colombia we also call it mafafa, hoop,
bore, yaro.  Its scientific name is Xanthosoma sagittifolium and belongs to the family Araceae.  

yaves
Name of a young Rap singer. 

yawar
It is the name of a Peruvian musical group, which plays Andean music.  It's a Quechua word that means blood.

yaxché
It is a way of calling the Ceiba tree in Mayan (Ceiba pentandra), of the family Malvaceae (previously was classified in the
family Bombacaceae).  Also referred to as pochote, bonga, lupuna, mapajo, or kapok.

yaya
In Colombia Yaya is a common surname in the Departments of Tolima and Huila and has indigenous ancestors.  The
yaya is also an insect that is tiny and quite itchy.  It feeds on blood.  They are also called colors.  They're kind of tiny
ticks.  In Chile and Peru it means wounding, laceration, scraping.  Also in Chile means defect.  Yaya is also the name of
a footballer born in Ivory Coast, whose full name is Gnégnéri Yaya Touré .  In Cuba it is a tropical tree, which grows on
stony and poor quality soils.  It has medicinal uses.  Its scientific name is Oxandra lanceolada and belongs to the family



Annonaceae.

yayas
They can also be trees from Cuba.  It is the Oxandra lanceolate of the family Annonaceae .  It has medicinal uses.

yaycuna
yaycuna is incorrectly written and should be written as "Yaycuna or best Yaykuna." being its meaning:<br>It is a word of
quechua origin, which means place of entry, door.

yámana
Yamana or Háusi Kúta, is one of the indigenous languages of Tierra del Fuego, spoken by the Yagán people in the
South of Chile.

yearbook
It is an English word which means book of the year, Yearbook, agenda of the year (used in student slang is).  A book
that is used in schools to establish a permanent communication between teachers and tutors.  Agenda.

yearly
It is an English word which means annually, each year in periods of one year.  Annually.

yeast
It is a word in English that means yeast, fungus that causes fermentation.  Ferment, filled with foam, froth.  Add yeast.

yeca
It means experience, knowledge, expertise, skill, ability, knowledge.  Also in the street language yeca or lleca mean
Street, away from home.

yeco
It is the name given in the Caribbean to a seabird.  In Cuba they also call it a corúa or cormorant.  It is also called cotúa
or biguá.  Its scientific name is Phalacrocorax brasilianus and belongs to the family Phalacrocoracidae .

yedri
It is a name used interchangeably by both men and women.  It has Hebrew origin and means friend (a) of great strength
or also the one loved by God.  It has variants like Yedrick or Yedrid.

yegua
Female of the horse .  In a pejorative way it means woman. 

yeguariza
Set of horses, horseback riding.  Equine or mackerel cattle. 

yeguarizo
It means mackerel, set of animals made up of equine cattle or mackerel.  You can refer specially to the set of mares



intended for breeding.  Yeguas, mare.  In Colombia we also call them beasts.  It can also be used yeguariza. 

yegüerizo
It means relative to the mares.  In the colloquial plain language in Colombia, it also refers to a stallion or breeding horse
that is available as a stepfather of several breeding mares. 

yeicol
It is a name of Hebrew origin and is used interchangeably by men and women.  There are variants like Jacolm.  Jacol. 
Yacol, Yeidckol and Jeicol.  It means "god's call."  God cries for me, called by God.

yeison
It is a male name and the castilianization of the name Jason.  This name has Greek origins and means healer, that
knows or can cure ills.

yelda
Name given in Afghanistan on the first night of the month Jadi, the first night of winter.  It's the longest night of the year. 
Name of a CESNA Short Film on Refugee Children in Pakistan. 

yeldar
It means ferment, yeast should be applied to the bread.

yelgo
It is one of the common names of a plant.  It is also called yezgo, biezgo, bielzo, jambu, minor elderberry or zihaurri.  Its
scientific name Sambucus ebulus and belongs to the family Adoxaceae.  It is toxic and is also known as lesser saucus
or yezgo.  Its scientific name is Sambucus ebulus. 

yeltes
yeltes is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Yeltes; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>The correct
term is Yeltes ( 41 own name;.  It is the name of a district of the municipality of Rodrigo in Salamanca and a river that is
a tributary of the Douro River, in Spain.

yemas
Yellow part of an egg that accompanies the egg.  Regrowth, button, Bud, or Bud of a plant.  Ball of the fingers.

yemayá
Goddess of the sea, the waters and the rivers.  Mother of fish.  Orisha of fertility in Yoruba mythology.

yemení
It means natural, native of Yemen, the bicontinental or Afro-Asian country.  Concerning Yemen .  It can also be referred
to as Yemenite.  Etymologically it could mean right-wing or right-wing, as Yemen can also mean right-wing. 

yemir
It is a male name of Turkish origin meaning hardworking, industrious. 



yen
In Japanese it means round object, coin.  Name of the official currency of japan's monetary unit.  In the foreign
exchange market it ranks third in valuation. 

yenara
Yenara or Genara (also Jenara) is a woman's name.  It corresponds to the female variant of Genaro ( or Jenaro ).  The
name is of Latin origin and means consecrated to the god Janus, who in Roman mythology was the god of Peace. 

yendo o llendo
Going or going are wrong ways to go.  Going is a turningpoint to go.  It means moving from here to there.

yendri
yendri or Jendri is a name of Arab origin and is used for both sexes.  It means gift of God.  Sent Prince (or Princess
sent) by God.  Beautiful, beautiful.

yenedith
It is a name of German origin and means the one who commands, the one who has authority, the chief, the one who
dominates.  He has great spirit and authority.  Some authors consider it to be a combination of two female names: Jenny
or Yenny, of Celtic origin (pure spirit) and Edith, of German origin, dominant, authoritarian, chief.  Variant : Jennedith . 

yerba luisa
It is one of the common names of an aromatic and medicinal plant.  It is also known as cedron, citron, Luisa herb or
verbena de Indias.  It belongs to the family Verbenaceae, genus Aloysia.  Its scientific name is Aloysia citrodora. 

yerbahedionda
It is the name of a poisonous plant, also known as jimsonweed (Datura stramonium).  It is a plant species of the genus
Datura, of the family Solanaceae.  It is also known as antimony, stinking grass, espinosa Apple Walnut from the devil,
trumpet, spurge and tunic of Christ.

yerbaluisa
It is another of the common names of an aromatic and medicinal plant, which is also known as Cedrón, cider, cider or
verbena of the Indies.  Its scientific name is Aloysia Citrodora and belongs to the Verbenaceae family.

yerbera
In Colombia, it is the same as Yerba Mate.  A woman who sells herbs or herbs in a square or Gallery.  Who sells
medicinal and aromatic plants.

yerberito
Young person who sells herbs (or herbs).  Diminutive of yerbero .  Name of a song performed by Celia Cruz and the
Sonora Matancera. 

yerda
I think that they asking yelda.  It is one of the common names of a plant of the family Ranunculaceae, which is toxic.  Its
scientific name is Anemone nemorosa.  It has medicinal uses and also receives the names of smell Fox, button of
England, wind flower, mount or yelda ramusen Anemone.  Yerda or in the Colombian Atlantic coast nerda is a colloquial



expression of admiration or surprise (shit!)

yerga
It is an inflection of stand up. Means that lift, to be put of foot. Standing, is too steep, straightening, rise up.

yerlin
It is a name of biblical origin (Hebrew).  It means she has iron in her blood, you little iron daughter.

yermo
In Colombia we use it as a synonym for infertile, dry, sterile, arid, desert, desolate, alone.

yerna
It is a wrong way of referring to the daughter-in-law, or the spouse or a child bride.  Political daughter.  The correct
heteronym's son-in-law, is a daughter-in-law.

yerno
In Colombia is the spouse or boyfriend of a daughter.  Political son.

yero
It is one of the common names for a toxic plant.  It is also called yezgo.  Biezgo, Bielzo, Jambu, Minor Elderberry or
Zihaurri.  Its scientific name Sambucus ebulus and belongs to the family Adoxaceae.  It is also known as honeydog. 
yezgo or diergo . 

yerrar
It is more common to use err.  Making mistakes (mistakes) or mistakes.  Make a mistake.  It can also mean going back
and forth aimlessly, wandering, wandering aimlessly. 

yerres
Yerres is the name of a French city located in the Department of Essonne (Region of the island of France).  It is also an
inflection of Err.  Yerres is the name of a river and a region of the Department of Essonne in France.

yerro
It means error, failure, mistake, typo, lack, transgression, violation, sin.

yerros
Plural of weed .  It means mistakes, fouls, equivocations, escaches, mistakes, mistakes, fouls, transgressions,
violations, sins. 

yersi
It is the abbreviation of yersilon.  It is the name of a soft, motosa and thin fabric used for lining of jackets. 
Hispanicization of Jersey.  , name of an island of the British Crown in the English channel.

yerto



In Colombia it means cold, ice cream, frozen, rigid, stiff, immobile.

yerupajá
In Quechua language means "white dawn" or "white dawn" (yuraq: white, pajaj: Dawn).  Some authors define it as "born
or appears as the glow of the Moon".  It is the name of the maximum height of the entire Amazon basin.  6634 meters in
height and is in the Peru.  In this mountain was born the Marañon River.

yesca
To get grass or dry straw used to fire.  Wick.  They can also be dried wood chips.

yescal
It is a land where dry straw and tinder abound.  Which is used to light fires.  Natural chemical used in agriculture.  It is
also called dehydrated calcium sulphate or Mediterranean calcium sulphate. 

yeso
It is a mineral that is found in its natural state and serves for the construction.  It also receives the name of gypsum. 
White powder that is hydrated and serves to immobilize a hand or a leg (calcium sulfate).  It also serves to make
decorations at construction sites.

yesquera
It is the same as lighter, lighter or briquet.  It is a term used in Venezuela.  Implement that produces plasters or sparks
by rubbing two flint stones.  Used to light fire.  .

yeti
The yeti is a very popular legend of a giant ape.  It is one of the names the "abominable Snowman" receives a so-called
giant ape fur clear, who lives in the Himalayas.  In Tibetan it is called Jigou.  There are similar legends about this
so-called ape giant, very elusive world.  In the United States is Big foot (big foot), in Australia is Yowie and the andes
Kunk.

yeya
It is the family way call Mireya.  Mireya apocope.  Some people also use it with those who are called Deyanira.  It is a
loving call granny.  It means also dizzy, yeyo, dull, drowsy.

yeyekoa
It is a word of Nahuatl origin, which means to rehearse, train, test, fend.

yeyé
In Panama, it means pretentious, vain, proud.  Person of great infulas.  A person who flaunts his wealth or his power.  A
person who was a fan of pop music in the sixties of the last century.  Ye-yé. 

yeyo
Colombia is one of the ways mean a fainting, lightheadedness, dizziness, vertigo, vaguido, vagido, collapse, syncope,
fainting.



yeyudo
Person who suffers from yeyos, soponcios or dizziness often.  He suffers from fainting continuously.

yeyuno
It is the name of a section of the small intestine that goes between the duodenum and the ileum.  It is important because
through intestinal villus it absorbs nutrients from the food bolus and passes them into the bloodstream.

yezgo
It's one of the common names of a plant.  It's also called bias.  myego, jambu, lesser elderflower or zihaurri.  Its scientific
name Sambucus ebulus and belongs to the family Adoxaceae . 

yggdrasil
Yggdrasil is incorrectly written and should be written as "Yggdrasil ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is the name
of a science fiction novel by Chilean writer Jorge Baradit.  It is also a game of French origin about Vikings.  In the Nordic
culture or of the Vikings in the name of the tree of life, tree of the universe.

yiddish
It was the language spoken by German Jews and it was a mixture of Hebrew, Northern Italian languages, High German
and Old French.  It was also called Judeo-German, Yiddish or Yiddish.  Poe emigrants were also spoken. 

yield
It is a word in English as a noun meaning production, harvest, productivity, profit, revenue, performance.  As a verb it
means to give, give, give, allow.

yihamwo
It is one of the names of an indigenous people who inhabit the borders of Colombia and Peru.   They are also called
Yagua, Yauna, Ñihamwo, Yahuna, Nihamwo or Mishara.  They live in the Province of Mariscal Ramón Castilla y
Putumayo, in the Department of Loreto in Peru and in the Department of Amazonas in Colombia. 

yildun
It is a word of Turkish origin meaning star.  It is the name of a star in the constellation Ursa Minor.  It is also known to
astronomers as Vildiur, Gildun, Delta UMi, 23 UMi, Ursa Minor 23, HD 166205, HR 6789. 

yinela
Yinela, Ginella or Yanela, is a name of Latin origin and means that have much mercy.

yinkana
The word comes from Gymkhana, which in several Asian countries defines a meeting place, sports club or country club. 
It was also the name of equestrian competences with obstacles.  In Spanish, the term was adopted as yinkana, and
serves to designate a series of sports competitions that are done by teams. 

yip
In Colombia it is the familiar and colloquial way of calling a very popular campero and very old models of the Jeep
brand.  It is widely used on the coffee shaft as a cargo vehicle and passengers and is abused its great capacity and
endurance.  Yipao contests are held, which involves trying to place as much cargo as possible on a yip and make it



walk. 

yira
It is synonymous with prostitute, street woman, woman who roams the streets in search of customers, buscona.

yisselt
It is a name of Germanic origin and means piece of happiness.  Variants Gisselt, Giselle, Gisella, Gisela and Iselda.

ylang ylang
It is the name of a plant, which is also known as ilañilán, cananga, cananga flower.  Its scientific name is Cananga
odorata and belongs to the family Annonaceae.  The word as such is tagalo language and means rare or asy dressed, in
reference to the perfume it emits.  It is widely used in perfumery. 

ylem
It is a word of Greek origin (Ylem or hylem) meaning, substance.  It is the matter or substance of the cosmos, according
to theorists of the inflationary universe directed by Ukrainian scientist George Gamov.  It is the name of a Musical Album
of Dark Fortress.

yo
Ego.  Human person or conscience.  First person.  Personal first-person and singular pronoun .  In Psychology one of
the three instances of the structural model of human psychology described by Sigmund Freud (Ello, Yo and Superyo).

yo he allado
I've Centre is incorrectly written and should be written as "I've found." being its meaning:<br>This sentence is improperly
written. The correct way is I have found, with h as it is a conjugation of inflection.

yo utube
Yo utube is incorrectly written and should be written as "YouTube" being its meaning:<br>It is a web site dedicated to
sharing videos of all kinds, but preferably music, trailers, cinema and television.  There is also the option open to
everyone to upload and share videos with some obvious restrictions. and

yoco
It is a type of liana or bejuco that abounds in the Amazon.  It is a climbing plant, which has the scientific name Paullinia
yoco and belongs to the family Sapindaceae.  It is called jungle sap and has medicinal uses.

yoda
Yoda was a legendary Jedi master and stronger than most, had more than 800 years. Character in the film star wars.

yoger
It is the stage name of a young pop singer of Venezuelan origin, born in Maracaibo.  It is also the name of a brand of
clothing.

yogurin
The term used is yogurin, with tilde.  In Spain this means attractive and young person.



yogurtera
Vessel in which yoghurts are stored.  Machine or person who makes yogurts.  Yogurt factory. 

yohualyotomeh
It's a Nahuatl-language word.  It means night birds or night birds.  It does not sleep, that is night owl or night owl.  It
comes out, flies or goes at night.  Nightly.

yoico
It is the same as egoism, selfishness, self-centeredness.  Mania or custom named first among several or weighed more
than others.  Vanity, narcissism.

yoko
Name of John Lennon's wife and widow.  She was born in Japan.  He is currently 90 years old. 

yola
It is the name of a city of Nigeria, capital of the vast state of Adamawa.  It is also a type of small boat resembling the
ketch.  Colombia is one of the Yolanda apocopes.

yolaina
It is a woman's name that is used in Latin America. It is a rare variant of Yolanda. It means that it provides or gives joy. It
is of Latin origin.

yolanda
Yolanda, is the Queen of the pachanga.  It is a name of Latin origin woman and that means brinfa joy.  Affectionately in
Colombia say Yoli or Yolis.

yolandita
Diminutive of Yolanda, Girl named Yolanda.  Artistic name of 3 singers : Yolandita Monge (Yolanda Monge Betancur,
from Puerto Rico), Yolandita from Colombia, whose full name is Yolanda Pérez Manzano and Yolandita Rivera, the
singer of Sonora Ponceña.  Name of a song performed by Julio Jaramillo . 

yolero
A person who manages a boat between one and the other side of a river.  A person who handles a yawl (boat or sailing
small in dos Palos, California).  It is a term used in the Caribbean.

yoli
Affectionate way to call a woman named Yolanda.  It is another of the common names that oil palm receives.  It is also
known as corozo de Guinea or aabora.  Its scientific name is Elaeis guineensis and it belongs to the Arecaceae family. 
Name of a lemon soda, popular in Mexico.  It is also a word from the Nahuatl language, which means to be born, to live,
to be reborn, to be resurrected, to arise, to sprout. 

yolis
It is how short or apocopada call the ladies name Yolanda is a family of the name Yolanda and affectionate;
Yolandita.Yolanda is a name of Latin origin and means afforded delight.



yollotl
Name of a film (short film of 17 minutes) that tells a love story of some Mayan children.  The word is of Nahuatl origin
and means Heart.  The word is used as a name of people.  Name of Mexican film producer named Yollotl Álvarez , 

yomo toro
Yomo Toro was the stage name of a Puerto Rican musician.  He was one of the first to include the four in the sauce. 
His full name was Victor Guillermo Toro Vega.

yonki
It is more suitable yonchy, with q.  It is a term used mainly in Spain.  It means drug user, drug addict.  Drogo, pepo. 

yopal
It means land full of yopos (the name of a tree of the Fabaceae family).  Place where there are many yopos, trees also
known as niopos, nopos, cohobas, mopos, paricas, guayos (its scientific name is Anadenanthera Peregrina).  Name of
the Colombian city, Capital of the Department of Casanare . 

yopaleño
It means born, resident or related to El Yopal (Yopal), which is the Capital of the Department of Casanare.

yopara
The correct term is jopará or Jopará. It is a word in the language Guaraní that means mixture, mixture, mixing. When it
comes to food it means stirred, interspersed, revoked.

yoquepierdismo
Yoquepierdismo is the way to think of a person that he is not interested or cares nothing: they are bold, reckless, daring,
intrepid people resolved, daring, bold, brave, who all think " I lose nothing if...  ".

yoqueta
Woman who rides horses in racecourse races.  Joqueta .  It is a derivation of the English word Jockette. 

yorimuni
It's a way to call a variety of white beans in Mexico.  The word is of Yaqui origin, where yori is white and ammunition
beans.  The scientific name is Phaseolus acutifolius and belongs to the fabaceae family.  It is also known as tepari,
pawi, pavi, yorimui or escamite.  

yorimún
You can also say yorimuni.  It is a kind of white bean, with which tamales are made.

yorlenis
It means soft, delicate woman.  It is a woman's name of Latin origin, although in some countries it is also used by men
(Cuba and Mexico).  There are variants such as Yorley and Yorleny. 

yoryi
It can be considered as a male name variant of the English name Georgie.  This name Yoryi is used in some parts of



Spain and especially in Catalonia.  It can mean Jorgito.  It's also a way to call a killer clown.  Name of a young footballer
casanareño (Colombian) Yoryi Gorgiri Cabezas, considered a great promise. 

yos
Plural form of the personal pronoun I.  Costa Rica is one of the common names of a tree of the Euphorbiaceae family,
whose scientific name is Sapium laurifolium.  Also has other names such as: dairy, found, pegapega.  It is a very
important tree in the life of the sloth.

yosa
Yosa is the name of a great master of Haiku (type of Japanese poetry).  His full name is Yosa Buson (in Japan, China
and the Koreas, is written surname first and then the name).  His real name was Taniguchi Buson.  Yosa is also the
name of some Spanish towns such as Yosa de Sobremonte in Biescas municipality, Huelva province, Aragon and
Garcipollera Yosa in the municipality of Jaca, in the same province.  The Word as such means down, pending.

yoseli
yoseli is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Yoseli; It's proper name )"being its meaning:<br>It is a name of
Hebrew and biblical origin. It is a female variant of Joseph, as Josefa, Josefina, Josenid, Yoselin, Yosefan, Joselin,
Josselyn. Means made by God and beautiful and attractive, with intelligence and talent. It is the name of a Bolivian
singer.

yosuany
It is usually a name of man, but I've known several cases as a woman's name. It is one of the variants of Joseph and
Joshua. It is biblical in origin and means made by God, God is el Salvador. Josuany, Yosvany.

yosvany
It's a very strange man's name.  Name of a Cuban flyweight pugilist.  Its full name is Yosvany Veitía Soto .

yota
In Colombia and especially in Caldas and Tolima Yota or Yotas is a mixture of cooked and peeled corn which is made
by hand, giving way to skinny fingers. She makes a soup called " 34 Yotas soup;. Torrejas of corn. Fingers of corn.

yotziri
yotziri is incorrectly written and should be written as "Yotziri ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>It is a female name
used in Mexico.  Natasha is also used.

you
It is a word of the English language.  Second person personal pronoun.  You mean your or.

you are not what you achive you are what you o vercome
The correct form is: " You are not what you achieve you are what you overcome " that means " You are not what you
get, you are what you overcome "

you simply stop up your ears
They are terms of the English language. For language colloquial Colombian translates " you simply stop ear " or " You
simply listen ( hear )  "



youssef
It is the transliteration of a male name in Hebrew.  It is equivalent to José in Spanish and means "God Will Provide"

yow
It is an acronym in English of "Yourt Own Wave", which means your own wave.  It is a company that supplies items for
navigation and for the practice of water sports such as surfing.

yólotl
It is a word of Nahuatl origin that means heart.  You can use with or without tilde.  Also you can use Yóllotl or Yolotzin.  It
is used in Mexico as a person's name.

yuan shi
It's a name of several Chinese characters.  One is a football player, who acts as goalkeeper for Changchun Yatai team. 
It is also the name of an Assistant Professor at Cornell University.  It was on behalf of a Chinese soldier and emperor.

yuanfen
yuanfen is incorrectly written and should be written as "Yuan fen" being its meaning:<br>Yuan is China's currency.
Yuanfen is something like site or point where you find Yuan. Point of redemption or exchange of foreign currencies by
Yuan. Fen is also equivalent to a penny of Yuan and the tenth part of a jiao ( tenth Yuan ).

yuardas
yuardas is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Humpback whales" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is
humpback whales, also called Gubardas, Yubardas or Gubardes. Some people of the Pacific, Chocó in Colombia say
Yuardas. It is the same whale humpback whales ( Megaptera novaeangliae ). It is a cetacean that can reach 16 or 18
meters of length. Belongs to the family of the 40 minke whales; family Balaenopteridae ).

yuba
Yuba is incorrectly written and should be written as "40 Yuba; is proper name )" being its meaning:<br>Yuba is the name
of a city, a county and a river in California.  There are also cities that are called Yuba in Wisconsin and Michigan, (
USED ) and another city in Sudan.  It is also one of the names of food made from soy, tofu skin.

yuberlis
It is a variant of the woman's name Yuberly, which is of Hebrew origin.  It means water that heals.  There is also Yuverli. 
It derives from Yubal, which means small fountain or small current. 

yuberly
It is a woman's name of Hebrew origin.  It means water that heals.  There is also Yuverly.  Yubal derivative, which
means small source or small current. 

yuca
It is an edible tubers plant native to South America.  Its scientific name is Manihot esculenta, Euphorbiaceae family. 
Other common names such as cassava, tapioca, guacamota, aipim, cassava, casava receives.

yucatán
It is the name of a State in Mexico.  Its capital is Mérida.  It is the name of the channel that connects the Gulf of Mexico



and the Caribbean Sea.  It is the name of a municipality in the State of Minnesota in the United States.  It is the name of
a peninsula in Mexico.  Yucatan means land of the Maya people, or land of the Maya.  However there are many
versions, with similarities between them, manifesting a misreading of the Spanish conquerors of words in the Mayan
language means "definately not your language".

yudo
It is the name of one of the martial arts originating in Japan.  Judo (original name) is also used.  It is defined as the way
to flexibility.  It is a combat sport.

yudoka
Person who practices the sport of Judo (or Judo).  It is also possible to use Judoka. 

yugal
It is the name of a bone found in the jaw of reptiles, birds and amphibians.  It is equivalent to the malar or zygomatic of
mammals.  It can also mean that it binds, relative to the yoke.

yuguero
Peasant ploughing his land helped usually by a team of oxen.

yugural
yugural is incorrectly written, and should be written as jugular.  being its meaning: the correct term is jugular.  It means
the throat or neck, throat or neck.  You must be in the throat vein.  In the jugular, means in the neck.

yugurales
The correct term is jugular.  It means relating to the neck or throat.

yukai
It is a word in Japanese, which means pleasant.

yuko
It is the name of a beach and a peninsula, near San Martín de los Andes in the Province of Neuquén, argentina. 

yulda
It is the apocope of the names Yuldania, Yuldaima and Yuldanis.  They are names of indigenous origin Pijao in 40
Colombia; 41 Caribs;.  Yulda was a chieftain of the indigenous pijaos and Yuldaima means land or territory of Yulda.

yuli
It's a woman's name of Latin origin.  It means young and funny.  It is also used on some occasions by men.  Name of a
Spanish film about the first black ballet dancer, of Cuban origin.

yuliana
Julienne or Yuliana is a female of Latin origin name.  It means that it is strong root, Jovial.  Julia, Juliana, Julie, Juliette,
Yuli variants.  Male variant: Julian.



yulieh
Yulieh or Yulieth is a name of a woman of Latin origin.  It means it's strong root or root.  They are variants of Julia and
Juliet.  It is also Juliette variant.

yum-kax
God, Great Lord, Dios Padre in maya mythology.   Yuum Kaax: Lord of the forest, wildlife and animal God.

yuma
It is the name of a city and county in the United States (Arizona) .  Name of a locality in Guatemala, the name given by
the ancient Chimilas Indians to the Magdalena River in Colombia.  Nickname of Spanish footballer who played for
Salamanca and Rayo Vallecano.  His full name is Javier Monsálvez Carazo.  A nickname that in Cuba is affectionately
given to Americans. 

yunga
A name given to the warm valleys on either side of the Andes in Argentina, Bolivia and Peru.  In Ecuador it exists as a
surname .  Some texts give it the meaning of warrior.  Name of a Peruvian town in the Moquegua Department.  Peruvian
High Jungle . 

yungipicus
It is a genus of birds to which belong the peaks or small carpenters.  They belong to the family Picidae.

yunki
It is one of the ways to call a South Korean rapper, model and dancer.  He is also known as Min Yunki, Suga, Agust D. 
It is also known as Min Yoon-gi.

yunta
Pair of animqales that throw a plow.  Couple , pair , bija , yugada .  Dear friend or inseparable friend. 

yuntas
You yokes, is the plural of yoke. It means pairs, couples. A team is a couple of very strong animals ( oxen, mules or
other animal ) that you gather for plowing in the field or to transport carries. Pair of animals that carry a wagon.

yupi significa genial
In Colombia is a brand of snack which is very desired by children.  Yupi! It is an expression of maximum joy of
Colombian children.  It means great, excellent, perfect.

yuquero
It is a cultivated yuccas site.  Yucal.  Person who traded with cassava, person who eats or cassava likes.  Continued
noise caused to Thunder fingers (in Colombia we say Yucca to the thunder of the fingers).  Lot of yuccas.

yuquiku
yuquiku is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Yuquiyu" being its meaning:<br>The correct term is Yuquiyu. It is
the sacred place of the Taino culture. If name does honor to the God of light and life. It is a well or pure water lagoon,
located in the middle of the forest in the mountains or Sierra of el Yunque in Puerto Rico. It is a nice eco-tourism site.
Yukiko or Yuquiko is a name of woman in Japan.



yuquilla
In a diminutive of cassava.  It is also a form of call at Sago, achira, arrowroot, handsome.  It is a plant that produces an
edible flour.  Its scientific name is Maranta arundinacea and belongs to the Maranthaceae family.

yurei
It's kind of a ghost of Japanese culture.

yureine
It is a woman's name : It is considered an English variant of Yurani , Yurany or Yurane .  It means beautiful and desired
woman.  It is of Arab and Egyptian origin. 

yuriria
yuriria is incorrectly written and should be written as "Yuriria ( is 41 name;." being its meaning:<br>Yuriria or Yuribia, are
very rare female names and usually told only Yuri.  Used in Mexico and Colombia. Mexican municipality.

yuriyuyeimi
Although it has become popular by the comedian Suso (El Paspi) the name Yuriyueimi, is a way of referring to a person
with a rare name and who can be taken as synonymous with fulana, sutana , mengana (person who is not known the
name or is very difficult to pronounce), this name if it exists and is composed : It was formed with the names Yuribia or
Yuri and Yeimy.  Yuri is of Russian origin, used by men and women and means who tills the field, labrador ( a ), peasant
(a ) and Jeimy or Yeimi is variant of Jaime and means the one that replaces or replaces.  Yuriyuyeimi is the name of the
hypothetical girlfriend or wife of the Colombian comedian Suso or El Paspi.  It is a colloquial way of mocking the strange
names that exist mostly in the Plains of Colombia.  By way of example, it is not uncommon to find names such as
Dányer, Hemophile or Usnavy (By US Navy).

yurumas
Flour extracted from some Venezuelan indigenous palms and with which different types of bread and cakes are made. 
Bread or cake is made with flour from moriche Palm.  It is a habit ingrained in the people of the Orinoco Delta Warao (or
Delta Amacuro), consisting in extracting starch of the moriche (Mauritia flexuosa).  This process is also called Ohidu aru.

yurumi
It is one of the common names given to a vermilinguous animal (with a tongue that looks like a worm) in South America
and especially in Paraguay.  It is also known as anteater, melero bear or tamandúa.  They are placental mammals of the
Order Pilosa.  There are two families: Cyclopedidae and Myrmecophagidae. 

yurumi
It is one of the common names given to a vermilinguous animal (with a tongue that looks like a worm) in South America
and especially in Paraguay.  It is also known as anteater, melero bear or tamandúa.  They are placental mammals of the
Order Pilosa.  There are two families: Cyclopedidae and Myrmecophagidae.  In the Tupi-Guarani language I mean
"small-mouthed". 

yurupary
It is the name of a mythical hero of the Amazonian tribes and especially indigenous tupi-guarani, tucanos and arawak. 
Yurupary laws are the laws of the Sun.  Name of an Amazonian indigenous dance.  It is the name of one of the oldest
literary works in Colombia.  The name of a rite of passage for loa is young at the start of their puberty.



yuruvá
The correct term is yorubá (according to its own spelling).  It is the name of a religion of African origin, more exactly
Nigeria.  With the migrations of slaves to America they gave rise to the Santeria in Cuba and the Candomblé of Brazil.

yusmaira
It is a name of woman of Arab origin and means Romero by God. Yomaira, Yohaira, Yusmila, Omaira variants.

yuta
It's a colloquial way of calling the police and surveillance bodies.  They also say tomba, chota, COP, law.  Vigilantes. 
Yuta is also the name of a Japanese singer Yuta Nakamoto).  Yuta or jute is a natural fibre extracted from various
plants.  Yuta in some countries is flown (elope, castrate) classes, fleeing the school.  In some parts of Mexico give it the
meaning of people, land and water.

yute
Fiber that bundles or sacks are manufactured.  It is the name of one of the Islands that are within the Lake Titicaca. 
Plants in the family Malvaceae, which are very resistant fibers.  Its scientific name is Corchorus capsularis.

yutero
It means that you load or used sacks of jute.  Cotero, charger.  person who load packages or bundles.  Stevedore.

yuve
"Yuve" is a very peculiar and erroneous way of calling Juventus of Turin, in written form.  In some cases the apocope
Juve is used, to name the team and is pronounced "Yuve", so some people wrongly, also write it that way, especially in
text messages.  Yube or Yuve, in Colombia is the apocope of the names Yuberney or Yuberjén (which some write with
v).  There is also the name Yuber or Yuver.

yuyal
It is a place or place where there are many wild plants.  Stubble, weeds.

yuyito
In Colombia yuyito is synonymous with bud, snowflake, snowflake, branch, twig.  It is a Plantic that grows in the gardens
spontaneously and is also known as sorrel.  Its leaves are lobed, similar to a clover and acid tastes.  In the comic strip of
Condorito is the name of a niece of Yayita (Condorito bride).  It is the name or nickname of Amalia González, a journalist
and Argentine cinema and theatre actress.

yuyo
In Colombia it means bud, branch, an aromatic plant bud.  In Costa Rica is something annoying, inconvenient,
inopportune.  Also tell him so in Costa Rica to fungi of the feet, to the chilblains.  Weed, herb, herbal, stubble.

yuyos
In Colombia are herbs or serve as a condiment.  Used in southern Colombia and Ecuador.  Plural of yuyo.

yuyu
It is a word of Quechua origin that means legume, vegetable, vegetable.  It can also be a type of small boat in China,
which is driven by rowing.  In Colombia colloquially, fear, terror, cowardice. 



yuyú
Nickname or stage name of a Mexican actress and singer, whose full name was Bertha Edith Blengio Ibarra.  She was
also known as Yuyú Varela.  She was married to Antonio Aguilar and Alfredo Varela.  Small Chinese boat . 

yürei
It is the name given to a few Japanese ghosts.  They represent them usually smooth or straight hair very long and white.

zaachila
It is a Zapotec word which means "The first daughter of the Earth".  One of the few cities and capitals of the
Mixteco-zapotecas Indians, who inhabited found is Spaniards upon arrival.  It is the name of an archaeological site and
a central Valley in the State of Oaxaca.  Today it is a village in the municipality of Villa de Zaachila in the State of
Oaxaca (Mexico).

zabacequias
Person in charge of the administration and distribution (distribution) of water in an irrigation district or in a ditch.  Who
handles the proper use of water.  I'm salom.  Plumber, although this term in Colombia, is only used for the case of
drinking water.

zabache
It's a word of Nahuatl origin.  It means "the one who goes to 7 tombs".  In many Catholics it is tradition, on Good Friday,
to visit seven tombs in the manner of penance for the death of Jesus Christ and in the spirit of atoning for sins.  In the
State of Oaxaca in Mexico, there is a municipality called San Andrés Zabache.

zabad
It is a Hebrew word that means "God-given" or "God's gift".  It is the name of a Christian band called Zabad Ministry of
the Pentecostal Church.  She was also a name of male Hebrew origin, of several characters in the Holy Bible.  The most
important might be: A son of Nathan, of the seed of Judah.  A son of Tahath, the seed of Ephraim and a son of Ahlai,
soldier of King David.  They called also Zabad, three Israeli children of Hazun.  Nebo and Zatu, respectively (at the time
of Ezra).

zabadías
The name of one of the sons of Ishmael was leader of the tribe of Judah.  Name of male of biblical and Hebrew origin. 
Means wants to tell gift or gift from God.

zabarcera
A woman who is dedicated to the resale of fruits, groceries and sweets sparingly.

zabarceras
Plural of zabarcera.  Women who are engaged in the resale of fruits, groceries and sweets sparingly.

zabdiel
It is a name of male origin Hebrew meaning "gift or gift of God".  Zabdiel of Jesus, is the name of a Puerto Rican singer,
born in Bayamón.

zabeca



In accordance with Furoya and Manuel. It is a way of saying head. In Colombia we say " Bezaca "

zabila
It is one of the common names of a fleshy plant in the sub-family Asphodeloideae ( Xanthorrhoeaceae ).  Its scientific
name is Aloe vara.  It is also known as aloe, aloe, agave, pita.

zaborar
Zaborar and zaborrar are used.  It is to cover with a thin layer of recess a way.  Cover with small stone, sand or fine
shell a roadway or a track.  Apply quijo to the road or track. 

zaborda
Action or effect of zbording .  It means stranding or stranding a boat in the sand.

zaborra
It can mean bait (stone material, pebbles, small stone, gravel) or, grime or dirt formed by dry mud or vegetable residues.
 Residue.

zaborrero
In The Basque language it means garbage.  Poor quality work, bad finishes.  By working-class extension who works
badly or is not right-handed in what he does.  Chapucero, crude.

zaborro
It's a word that in the Basque language means garbage.  In Spanish it can mean obese, fat, fat, chubby.  It can also be a
piece or piece of plaster.

zabro
It is the castilianization of the technical term Zabrus, which is the name of a genus of coleoptera of the Carabidae family.
 They are characterized by being cereal pests.  Zabro is usually associated with grass infestation.  They are susceptible
to biological control.

zabrze
It is the name of a Polish city in Upper Silesia.  It is close to Katovice and at the time of the First World War and during
the German occupation was called Hinderburg.

zabulón
It is a male name of Hebrew origin.  It means the one of the house, the one of the house.  Derived from Zabal.  It was
the name of Jacob's tenth son and the sixth of his wife Lea.  He was head of one of the 12 tribes of Israel.

zabuqueo
It's a zabuquear inflection.  It means stirring, shaking, stirring, rattling, moving, beaten.  Make a liquid inside a vessel
gain rotating motion by stirring it with a spoon.

zaca
In Colombia he is an apocope of Zechariah.  It is a male name of Hebrew origin.  It means whom God remembers or



remembers by God.  In Mining is the name given to an odre that is used to drain wells and excavations from mines.

zacamandu
It is the name of an indigenous dance in Veracruz, Mexico.  It is also called the bull dance, In Mexico is the name of a
song and a musical group in Veracruz.

zacapa
It is the brand or name of a very famous rum in Guatemala.  It is the name of a city and a province of Guatemala.  The
name is derived from the word Nahuatl Zacatl, grass, grass.

zacapela
It means quarrel, uproar or noise generated in a fight or brawl.  Bulla, gazapera, shouting in a fight. 

zacarías
It is a male name of Hebrew and Biblical origin.  It means "whom God remembers."  Variants in English Zachary and
Zack.  Zechariah was one of the Lesser Prophets and is the name of a Book of the Holy Bible.

zacatal
It is a land where grass, grass, grassland, grassland abound.  It is the name of a Mexican town in the State of
Campeche.

zacate,
grass, is incorrectly written and it should be written as "Grass" being its meaning:<br>It is the same as grass, pasture,
fodder, grass, pasture, seedling. Estropajo.zacate, is also a term used in Colombia as an expression of shock,
admiration, surprise, equivalent to Zaz!.

zacateca
Individual belonging to the Zapateco people.  In Mexico in Nahuatl language, it means person who comes from where
there is zacate, which is a way of calling grasses or fodder (grass, grass, grass).  In Plural, Zacatecas, it is the name of
a City of Mexico and also of a Sovereign state.

zacatepec
In language Náhuatl means "Hill of the grasses" or "Mountain abounding straw".  It is the name of a municipality, and a
Valley football club, that region in Mexico, which belongs to the State of Morelos.  There is also a municipality in the
State of Oaxaca, which is called Santiago Zacatepec.

zacatl
It is a word of Nahuatl origin, which means straw, grass, grass.  Grass. 

zacatlán
In language Nahuatl meaning "Place where abundant straw" (grass).  The name of a town and a city is in the State of
Puebla Mexico.

zacatula



Old name of the municipality of La Unión de Isidoro Montes de Oca, in Mexico.  It was also called Zither and now in a
simple way "The Union".  It belongs to the State of Guerrero and is coast with the Pacific Ocean Name of a beach and a
Punta on this coast.  As it is located at the mouth of the Balsas River (or Mezcala), a part of its territory also belongs to
the State of Michoacán.  Today it is an important archaeological center.

zacatzontli
God of the walkers, God of travellers between the mexicas, God of the road.  In Nahuatl zacatl means straw and zontli
means hair.  It means having your hair in straw, hair color clear.  Mono, blonde.

zacho
It is one of the ways of calling in the Provinces of León, Zamora, Salamanca and Extremadura in Spain, the hoe hoe or
jada, which is an agricultural working tool.  It is also called sacho, zacha, chapulina. 

zacun
It is the name of a town in the province of Canton (Guangdong), China.  The name of a character from the animated
games (Zacun Okami).  In Arabic mythology, tree of hell whose fruits were heads of Devils or demons.

zaedyus pichiy
Pichi picking up or pichi pick-up.  It is a variety of piche or pichi (armadillo class), which is known as short-eared pichi
and is only found in Patagonia.  It is also usually called a piche or small-eared chiquinche.  It belongs to the
Chlamyphoridae family.

zaehringia
It is a noble surname of German origin that ruled in Sybia and Switzerland during the Middle Ages.  It is the name of a
Freiburg musical group composed only of drummers (musicians who perform drum rolls).   It is also the name of a
student association, which exists in Bern and also another in Burgdorf.  In German, the German is also used by
Z-hringia.

zafa
It is a synonym of Plato, basin, balcony, basin and Ewer.  It is a circular which is used for the washing of hands and face
or container wooled of clothing.  It can be of different materials such as aluminum, brass, plastic, pewter.

zafante
It is a term used in the Caribbean which means with the exception of, without, except, without exception, except, except
.  It reflects that something or someone should be taken from a list.   It can also be considered as a scraping inflection,
which means to release, release, loosen.

zafarrancho
In Colombia it means get fight, rina, jaleo, riot, Brawl, skirmish.

zafarranchos
Plural of home.  In Colombia it means jaleo, skirmish, fight, get, rina.  Brawl, commotion.  It also means cleaning,
slaughter, battering, disaster.

zafio



Person of rude and rude behavior.  Ordinary, pig, jerk, cafre,, vulgar.

zafira
It is the name of a 7-passenger van model from the Chevrolet vehicle firm.  The Hebrew language is a woman's name
that means woman of great value.  According to the Holy Bible, it was the name of ananiah's wife. 

zafos
It means loose, no tie, no tie-free.  Apocope of overtightened.

zafra
It is the name of a Spanish municipality, in the province of Badajoz.  Implement used to drain the oil jars.  Activity
consisting of harvesting sugarcane in a canaduzal.  Production of honey or brown sugar in a sugar mill or wit.  In
Colombia is a surname of Spanish origin.

zafrense
It is the gentility of those born in Zafra a Spanish municipality of the Province of Badajoz.  It is wrong to use the segedan
gentility and it is considered vulgar to say churretín.  It can also mean relative to the harvest of sugar cane or the
Colombian musical genre.  Follower or supporter of Jesús Zafra Gutiérrez a Mexican politician of the early twentieth
century.

zaftig
It is not a word in the Spanish language, is English and means.   ( a woman ) with large breasts and hips and not thin,
but in a way that is appealing. Voluptuous.

zaga
It means back of a group or collective.  Tail, rearguard.  In a football team, it refers to defense. 

zagal
It means boy, young.  It can also mean young pastor working under the orders of another older pastor.  Shepherd's
apprentice. 

zagal o zagalillo
Young person engaged in sheep grazing. 

zagala
It means young shepherdess, little shepherd.  Young woman who dresses as a shepherdess.  Shepherdess girl, who
tends flocks of sheep. 

zagalear
It means playing hide-and-seek.  Game of hide-and-seek.  Make the trade of zagal or zagala .  Caring for or herding the
herd.  By extension play, play, have fun as kids or boys.  It is also a way of meaning the action of washing a vessel only
with water that shakes inside it. 

zagalejo



Derogatory way to call a babe.  Young apprentice in the conflicts of the grazing.  Doncel, lad, youngster, lad.

zagalillo
Young boy who is dedicated to grazing.  Zagalito, little shepherd, partorcillo.  Diminutive of zagal .

zagalito
Diminutive of zagal .  Zagalillo, young boy who is dedicated to grazing.  Zagalito , little shepherd, partorcillo , zagalejo . 
Brand of children's clothing and footwear.

zagalón
Augmentative of zagal .  Large Zagal.  Teenager very well developed.  Young man of good development or good
physical build. 

zage
I think they're asking about Zague.  If so, it is the nickname of a Mexican footballer of Brazilian descent.  It was also
called Zaguinho or Zaguiño.  Its full name is Luis Roberto Alves dos Santos Gavranic .  He played for the Mexico
national team.

zaguan
The correct term is hallway (with accent).  In Colombia it means long and narrow entrance.   Long and narrow
passageway between two walls.  Portal, porch, Hall, Gallery, door, gate, Hall, entrance, Hall, Arcade,

zaguate
It is another way to refer to a stray dog or without defined breed.  Gozque, mutt, pig. 

zaguán
In Colombia it is a corridor or corridor.  It is a narrow path surrounded by walls and usually lies after the main entrance or
door and leads to the living room (or reception) or to the dining room. 

zaguero
It means that it is part of the rear or the rear.  Soldier marching in the back.  In various sports set defense, defender. 

zahina
It is another common name given to the sorghum (Sorghum bicolor of the family Poaceae).  It is the name of a cereal
that is used to make flour and also as fodder for livestock.

zahirar
It is a word of Arab origin that means to shine, to shine, to shine. 

zahorí
A person who senses or guesses where there are aquifers or underground sources of water.  By extension I guess. 
Person perspocaz and researcher. 



zahringia
It means in Honor of Zahringer, dedicated to Zahringer, which is the name of a city and locality of Germany (currently
part of Freiburg) and also the name of a Noble House and Family of that country, which was also a branch of the House
baden.  Name also assigned to an asteroid ( 421 ) . 

zahumerios
The correct term is incense with S.  Plural of Incense.  It means burning substances that produce a pleasant smell or
smoke.  Produce aromatic fumes.  Incinerate Incense.

zahurda
It means very sloppy and unkempt housing or room.  Pigpen, pigpen, stable, pigsty.  It is clarified that Razorfen should
not take accent, because it is sharp word and ends in a vowel.

zahúrda
In Colombia is synonymous with piggery, garage, marranera.  By extension it means dirtiness, disorder, stable, pigsty.

zaida
It is a woman's name of Arab origin and means lady, lady.  Zayda and Zajda variants.

zaina
It is a woman's name of Arab origin and means beautiful woman or just beautiful, beautiful.  It is also the stage name or
nickname of a young champion of Argentine "Rap Freestyle" called Lautaro Saina.  Zaina, is a mare color equivalent to
pure dark chestnut, without spots.  It is also the color of an all-black cow, spotless.  Zaina in Gypsy language means
wallet, purse, purse.  Zain, with tilde is the female of the zaine, also called peccary or mountain pig.  In Argentina there
is the surname Saina with s .

zaira
It is a woman's name of Arab origin and means flourishing, luminous, brilliant.  It stands out for its beauty.

zajinudo
Zajinudo, is a word used in Central America and Colombia. Want to tell a dirty person, sow, sow, which smells very ugly.
It is taken from smell Zaino ( Tayasu tajacu ) It is a pig's Mount or peccary. That produces nausea, disgust. Disgusting.

zajón
It is a kind of leather legging that is placed on the door.  It is used by hunters and riders, to protect the leg.  Leg. 

zalamas
Plural of Zalama .  It means elevated mountains, summits.  Zalama is the name of the highest peak of the Ordunte
Mountains between the provinces of Biscay and Burgos in Spain.

zalamelé
Affectionate greeting, .  Demonstration of affection.  Usual greeting among Muslims.  Salamelé .  It is a term of Arabic
origin. 



zalamerias
blandishments is incorrectly written and should be written as "blandishments ( with tilde )." being its
meaning:<br>Exaggerated demonstration of affection.  Flattery, praise, zalamas, empalagos.

zalamero
A person who flatters, who likes the blandishments.  Flattering, abalone, sycophantic, syrupy.

zalba
In Spain, especially in Valladolid it is the name given to a sheep with a white face or head. 

zalbo
It is a term used to designate a sheep that has a completely white face or face. 

zalea
It is a type of tanned sheep's leather, which preserves the lock of wool.  Tanned sheep or ram leather that retains a lock
of hair. 


